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The physical mechanisms between residual strength and crack

characteristic of ceramics after water-quenching are studied by

statistically measuring the cracks in ceramic sheet. The result
herein reveals that in the joint action of long crack length and

density, the residual strength is maintained at the same level

within a temperature range above the critical thermal shock

temperature difference (ΔTC). The result presented herein
forms a further comprehension to the ceramics behaviors of

and the theoretical approaches to thermal shock.

I. Introduction

THERMAL shock behavior of dense ceramics typically
exhibits four stages in thermal shock testing (Fig. 1).1–3

In the first regime (regime I), quenched specimens show no
strength degradation compared with unquenched ones; In the
second regime (regime II), the specimens show a sharp drop
in strength because the stresses generated during quenching
are higher than those required for crack initiation. In the
third regime (regime III), the residual strength maintained
unchanged at a certain temperature difference range, and
then the residual strength decreased gradually until the final
fracture as the temperature difference increases (regime IV).

To investigate the damage mechanism of ceramic in ther-
mal shock, Davidge used the cutting specimens method to
observe interior cracks, and found that when temperature
difference was greater than ΔTC, within regime III and IV,
the long crack depth would gradually increase and accom-
pany a decline in residual strength of the sample.4 However,
based on systematic research on thermal shock theory,3,5,6

Hasselman considered that when temperature difference was
in regime III, the crack depth, as well as residual strength
was not changed.5 After Hasselman,5 Bahr who found that
crack depth was increased with ΔT in a long strip by energy
release rate calculation,7 got a result similar to Davidge.4 So,
to identify the damage mechanism and to develop the theo-
retical approach of thermal shock, it is necessary to clarify
the relationship between crack characteristics and corre-
sponding residual strength within regime III. The basic idea
is to quench the ceramic sheet, since the problem of thin
sample suffering from thermal shock can be considered as

plane stress, and the influence of the stress produced in thin
dimension on crack can be avoided.

In the present study, we experimentally reveal the crack
characteristics of ceramic sheet after quenching in water. By
comparing the crack patterns within a temperature range
above ΔTC, we further point out the influences of the long
crack depth and density on the residual strength.

II. Experimental Procedure

(1) Materials Processing
The ceramic studied and reported herein was made of Al2O3

powder (particle size 0.5 lm; Xiongdi Material Co., Jiyuan,
China), which was uniaxially pressed at 20 MPa into pellets
and subsequently sintered at 1650°C for 2 h without pres-
sure. The porosity of the ceramics was about 4% by calcula-
tion from measured dimension and weight.

(2) Thermal Shock Test
Ceramic sheet with dimensions of 1.0 mm in width, 9.8 mm
in thickness and 50 mm in length were employed to investi-
gate the crack patterns after thermal shock by the conven-
tional water-quenching technique. To prevent access of the
coolant to the side faces, the sheet was stacked with four
other ceramic slabs, and was bound up with inconel wires
(0.4 mm in diameter; Shanghai New Soviet China Special
Alloy Material Co., Shanghai, China) positioned <4 mm
from both the ends of the slabs, as shown in Fig. 2.

The specimens were heated at a rate of 10°C/min to a pre-
set temperature and held at this temperature for 20 min.
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Fig. 1. Regimes of thermal shock damage as a function of the
quench temperature as characterized by residual flexural strength.
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After that, the heated plate specimens were dropped by free
fall into a water bath that was maintained at 20°C with a
thermostat for 10 min taken out and dried at 80°C for 2 h,
the specimens were then impregnated with a blue dye (Shang-
hai Ink Factory, Shanghai, China) for the purpose of observ-
ing the cracks that formed during thermal shock. Both the
surface and the interior crack patterns were studied by using
digital scanning.

Four specimens were chosen to examine the depth and
density of cracks at every temperature difference. Note that,
the crack patterns appearing within 10 mm from both ends
of each specimens are excluded for the sake of eliminating
boundary effects.

The residual strengths of the quenched specimens were
determined in a three-point bending test with a support span
of 30 mm and a cross-head speed of 0.5 mm/min. For com-
parison, the fracture strengths of the unquenched specimens
were also measured under the same conditions as those of
the quenched specimens. Four specimens were tested to
obtain the average strength.

(3) Finite Element Model for Calculating Residual
Strength
The mode I stress intensity factor KI was used to determine
the residual strength of specimen with cracks, when it
reached the critical stress intensity factor KIC. For the speci-
men with equally spaced parallel edge cracks, subjected to
the three-point flexure it was calculated using the displace-
ment method embedded in the ANSYS code using the com-
mand “KCALC.” A representative mesh is shown in Fig. 3,
along with the appropriate boundary conditions. Analyses
were performed by a 2D plane stress FE model with higher
order 8-node quadrilateral elements. Crack tip singularity ele-
ments transformed from the conventional quadrilaterals by
moving the mid-nodes to quarter point are used around the
crack tip.

III. Results and Discussion

The strength behavior of the alumina as a function of
quenching temperature difference, ΔT, was shown in Fig. 4.
The residual strength of the quenched specimens decreased
acutely from 443 to 84 MPa when ΔT increased from 220°C
to 250°C. However, the residual strength remained on the
same level with ΔT increasing from 280°C to 580°C, indicat-
ing regime III of thermal shock behavior. This phenomenon
agrees in general with the expected behavior (Fig. 1)
discussed in Section I.

Thermal shock cracks occurred on the interior surfaces of
sheet only when the temperature difference between the cera-
mic sheet and water bath was greater than critical tempera-
ture difference of about 230 K. The number of the crack
increased with the increase of ΔT, as shown in Fig. 5. In
detail, when 230 K < ΔT < 250 K, there were only sparse
cracks on the surface of the sheets, and it was in agreement
with our previous work in Al2O3 slabs;8 when ΔT � 280 K,
a hierarchical structure of short and long cracks began to
occur,9 and the crack structure became to have three differ-
ent penetration depths as ΔT � 380 K, which was consistent
with the result reported by Jenkins in a shrinking slab;10 then
the crack density increased as ΔT further enhanced, and
finally when ΔT � 680 K, through-thickness cracks appeared
in the sheet which meant the complete damage of the ceramic.

Crack depth distributions of ceramic sheet after thermal
shock at different temperatures are provided in Fig. 6. As is
shown, the number of cracks that increased with ΔT, indi-
cated the increase of damage extent. Then, when ΔT was lar-
ger than 250 K, a short crack (<0.1) appeared and it had
sharp increased trend with ΔT. In addition, the cracks can
be roughly divided into three types by depth, the short crack,
the medium, and the long crack, respectively. Based on sta-
tistical data, we further defined the crack that was greater
than 30% of sample thickness as the long crack. The varia-
tions in density and depth of the long crack with different
ΔT quenched in water are shown in Table I. Long crack

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Stacked samples prepared for thermal shock; (b) The
definitions of the surface and the interior surface of the sheets.

Fig. 4. Strength as a function of quenching temperature difference
for alumina sheet.

Fig. 3. Finite element model used to determine KI for the three-
point flexure specimen and the crack tip elements.
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Fig. 5. Thermal shock crack patterns on the interior surfaces of the sheet quenched in water at ΔT of (a) 230 K; (b) 250 K; (c) 280 K; (d)
380 K; (e) 580 K; (f) 680 K, where narrow bands stand for the surfaces and wide bands show the interior surfaces.
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Fig. 6. Dimensionless crack depth (a/H) distributions obtained by using quantitative image analysis of the sheet quenched in water at ΔT of (a)
250 K; (b) 280 K; (c) 300 K; (d) 330 K; (e) 380 K; (f) 580 K, where a is the real crack depth and H is the thickness of ceramic sheet.
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depth of specimens were 0.326, 0.334, and 0.373 in the case
of ΔT = 250 K, ΔT = 280 K, and ΔT = 580 K, respectively.
It revealed that the crack depth increased gradually with ΔT,
and an increase of 11.7% is presented from ΔT = 280 K to
ΔT = 580 K, which was similar to what was reported by
Davidge et al. in Al2O3 slabs.4 Furthermore, like crack den-
sity, long crack density was also increased with ΔT, and the
crack number increased from 37 to 87 (about 2.4 times) with
the ΔT range from 280 K to 580 K.

The prediction of brittle fracture in cracked solids based
on the stress intensity factor KI of linear elastic fracture
mechanics is widely accepted.11 A representation of the evo-
lution of residual strength corresponding to KI as a function
of long crack density and depth is given in Fig. 7. We
observed that the residual strength gradually decreased with
long crack depth, but the trend was reversed corresponding
to crack density. Note that, in the present test, although the
crack depth of specimens after thermal shock in regime III
had some differences, ranging from 0.33 to 0.38, the calcu-
lated residual strength was roughly on the same level as well
as the measured one indicated in Fig. 4.

From the view point of fracture mechanics, the crack den-
sity increase can reduce the stress intensity factor at the crack
tip under the same load,12 so that the residual strength of
samples is increased. However, the influence of crack depth

on residual strength of samples is opposite compared with
crack density. Therefore, the influence of long crack depth
and density on residual strength offset each other to some
extent. Note that, the influence of other cracks on residual
strength was excluded as specimen residual strength is mainly
dependent on deep cracks.4,9

IV. Conclusions

In conclusion, thermal shock testing in the temperature range
higher than ΔTC shows that the depth of long crack is grad-
ually increased, but the increase rate is not very pronounced.
In addition, the long crack density gradually increased also,
and the increment is much more obvious than the crack
depth. As a result, the influence of long crack depth and den-
sity on residual strength offset each other to some extent, so
the residual strength of the specimens remains essentially
unchanged.
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Table I. Long Crack Depth and Density of Ceramic Sheet Quenched in Water at Different ΔT

ΔT 250 K 280 K 300 K 330 K 380 K 580 K

Long crack depth 0.326 ± 0.019 0.334 ± 0.028 0.342 ± 0.026 0.351 ± 0.022 0.366 ± 0.029 0.373 ± 0.021
Count 22 37 44 53 69 87

Fig. 7. Residual strength as a function of crack depth and crack
density corresponded to three-point flexure by FEM and comparison
with the test measured.
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